The existence of false paths represents a signijcant and computationally complex problem in the timing analysis of combinational and sequential circuits. In this paper we describe Propositional Satisfiability based algorithms for timing analysis, which introduce sign@-cant p e 8 o n a n c e improvements over existing procedures. In particulal; we address the problems of circuit delay computation and path delay validation, describing algorithms and providing experimental results for both problems.
Introduction
Recent years have seen an ever increasing need for more accurate delay estimation methodologies in digital circuits, in particular due to the decisive role that delay estimation plays in determining limiting operating clock frequencies. A key problem associated with circuit delay estimation is the existence of false paths, which cause straightforward and efficient topological path analysis procedures to yield potentially conservative circuit delay estimates. In contrast with topological delay estimation, solving the false path problem is computationally hard, being an NP-complete problem [7] . Research work on false paths has been extensive and several promising modeling and algorithmic approaches have been proposed [l, 2,4, 5,7-9, 10, 121 .
The purpose of this paper is to propose improvements to Propositional Satisfiability based algorithms for Timing Analysis. In particular we address the problems of circuit delay computation and path delay validation. We identify drawbacks in existing algorithms and propose solutions to these drawbacks. Comprehensive experimental evaluation of the proposed algorithms indicates significant performance gains over existing a procedures.
The paper is organized as follows. We start by introducing a few definitions related with combinational circuits and the false path problem and with the propositional satisfiability problem. In Section 3 we present the SAT-based model for path sensitization and illustrate the application of the model on a simple example. Afterwards, we describe algorithms for circuit delay computation and path delay validation. Section 5 includes preliminary experimental results for both algorithms. Finally, we conclude the paper with ideas and directions for future research work on timing analysis of combinational circuits. 
Definitions
In the following we shall assume a combinational circuit C, with PI primary inputs, PO primary outputs, composed of simple gates (AND, NAND, OR, NOR, NOT), where for a circuit node f, cu> denotes the controlling logic value off and n c m denotes the non-controlling logic value off. For each circuit node $ FIO denotes the fanin nodes off and FOO denotes the fanout nodes off. The delay between the fanin node g of a circuit node f and f is denoted by d(g& A complete path (or simply a path) in a circuit is a sequence of nodes connecting a primary input to a primary output. A partial path denotes a connected sequence of nodes within a path.
With respect to Propositional Satisfiability (SAT), the following definitions apply. A conjunctive normal form (CNF) formula cp on n binary variables x I , ..., x is the conjunction (AND) of m clauses wl, . . ., w, eacf: of which is the disjunction (OR) of one or more literals, where a literal is the occurrence of a variable or its complement. A CNF formula (p denotes a unique n-variable Boolean function f (x . . ., x ) and each of its clauses corresponds to an implicate otf. The satisfiability problem is concerned with finding an assignment to the arguments of f(x,, . . ., xn) that makes the function equal to 1 or proving that the function is equal to the constant 0.
Path Sensitization Model
In this section we detail a SAT-based model that is used for solving the problems of circuit delay computation and path delay validation.
The conditions under which signals propagate from the primary inputs to the primary outputs in a combinational circuit are generally referred to as path sensitization conditions. Path sensitization conditions depend on the model of operation assumed for the circuit, in particular the different forms of stimuli on the primary inputs, and the waveform model assumed at each node in the circuit. Even though detailed and precise models can be considered, we shall restrict ourselves to floating mode operation [4] , under which all nodes are assumed to undergo a single known transition, from an initial unknown value to a final stable known value. Most criteria defined under floating mode operation are conservative (e.g. viability [7] and the exact criterion under floating mode operation [4]), thus overestimating the actual circuit delay in some situations. Nevertheless, as shown in [7] , viability and floating mode sensitization are robust, thus providing upper bounds on the circuit delay under the bounded gate delay model (i.e. assuming each gate delay is within some interval [0, d-I) [7-91. 0-7803-5008-1/98/$10.0001998 IEEE. A characterization of different sensitization criteria for floating-mode operation for simple gates, under the assumption of single path sensitization, is illustrated in Figure 1 (which is adapted from [12]), and identifies logical and temporal constraints on the side inputs to each node x in a path. ~( x ) denotes the propagation delay of a signal transition to node x along a given path. The side inputs values can either be controlling (c) or non-controlling (nc). Symbol C indicates that a given circuit node value is unknown and may experience changes in time. A more detailed description of each criterion can be found in [4,7, 121.
The conditions associated with each path sensitization criterion can easily be captured using Propositional Satisfiability [8, 121. Basically, the objective is to define conditions under which a given circuit node can stabilize at a given time instant. Definition 1. We define the Boolean function XJ '(c) such that XJ '(c) = 1 if and only if circuit node f stabilizes at a time greater than or equal to t when input vector c is applied to the primary inputs.
As a result, for a given circuit delay A and considering the set of primary outputs PO, we have the condition, c Xg.A(C) = 1
(1) g € PO for some input vector c. If there exists at least one path with delay A that is sensitizable under the path sensitization model assumed, then condition (1) must be satisfiable. Moreover, different sensitization criteria can be captured with different definitions of ~5 '(c) [12] .
Given the interpretation of viability for simple gates in Figure 1 -b and considering a straightforward generalization for multiple paths with the same path delay values, we have the following conditions for a given circuit nodefto stabilize at a time no earlier than a given delay t for some input vector c:
1. At least one fanin node g of J with delay &,A between g and f, must stabilize at a time no earlier than t -d(g,fl. This condition permits the existence of multiply sensitized partial paths. 2. Furthermore, either a fanin node assumes a noncontrolling value or it stabilizes at a time no earlier than t -d(g,J) , thus being passive regarding 
h e FI(f)
which is basically equivalent to the condition originally proposed in [8] . Furthermore, observe that each function XJ '(c) can be viewed as a node in a combinational circuit. Given T. Larrabee's well-known mapping [6] from circuits into CNF formulas, and from conditions (1) and (2), it is straightforward to generate a CNF formula for capturing the sensitization conditions for all paths with delay no smaller than a given threshold delay A. It can easily be concluded that the CNF formula size is polynomial in the number of xf' '(c) functions considered [8,
121. Finally, we note that other sensitization criteria can also be captured using SAT [12] .
As an example, let us consider the circuit in Figure  2 . Assuming a unit-delay model (each gate has delay I), the longest topological path delay of the circuit is 3. In order to decide whether 3 is the critical delay in the circuit, we create the associated instance of SAT specified by conditions (1) and (2).
We start by noting that only two complete paths, x, and x -x6-x7-x9 have topological delay
i & & ; Y . Hence,$y applying expression (2) to all the nodes contained in these two paths we obtain qt,. From this formula the equivalent circuit, representing (pfc U q t O , can be derived, as shown in Figure 3 . For this pPticular exayple it can easily be concluded that the condition xx9' = 1 is-unsatisfiable, and so the critical delay cannot be 3. Clearly this process is iterated until a satisfiable set of conditions is found for a given circuit delay value.
The critical path delay of a circuit, AcD., is defined as the largest delay value of a path in a circuit along which a signal transition is able to propagate, under a Basically the critical path del x corresponds to the largest value of AT, for which $ TD(c) is satisfiable.
Timing Analysis Algorithms
In this section we describe two algorithms used in the timing analysis of digital circuits. We start with circuit delay computation, for the identification of the critical path delay, and then describe a path delay validation algorithm, with potential application in early prototype
Circuit Delay Computation
The computation of the critical path delay is defined as the circuit delay computation problem. Our proposed algorithm for solving this problem is shown in Figure 4 , and it follows the ideas described in [ 121.
Starting from the longest topological path delay, and for each target delay AT a CNF formula cpfc U cp a is created, which includes g e clauses created by the functions FunctionalClauses and TimingClauses. These two functions capture, respectively, the circuit's function and the path sensitization constraints. Procedure SATSolve is then used to evaluate the satisfiability of the CNF formula. If it is satisfiable then the critical delay of the circuit has been identified, otherwise we proceed to the next primary output path delay pair (which is determined by GetNextDelay, using one of the strategies suggested in the next section).
Delay Stepping Strategies
A key procedure in the circuit delay computation algorithm is the stepping of target path delays. In general delay stepping plays a crucial role in the overall efficiency of the algorithm, since it determines the number of iterations of the algorithm to be executed.
The most simple delay stepping strategy is to change the target delay by the least delay unit at each iteration of the algorithm. Consequently, A, is continuously decreased by 1 delay fractid.n (that corresponds to the smallest delay variation possible, given a predefined precision). Although the computation of A, is immediate, this kind of strategy can result in an enormous number of iterations, specially for circuits with a large number of false paths, where the critical delay is much smaller than the topological delay, or whenever precise delay models are assumed.
Moreover, it is clear that not all path delays are possible on each primary output. Hence, instead of decreasing ATD in a fractional step basis we can analyze the circuit topology and get the next topological delay
1
. and design validation. present at the specified primary output. This is called the next delay stepping strategy, because the delay step is determined by the next topological delay present at a given primary output. For circuits with few path delays, this strategy can yield a reduction in the number of iterations, with a small increase in the time necessary to compute AT . However, for circuits with a large number of paths, wKere there exists an almost continuous delay distribution, this strategy rapidly becomes as inefficient has the previous one, thus taking significantly more time to compute A,, .
To overcome the limitations of the two previous strategies, we can use dynamic stepping. In this strategy the delay step is dynamically adjusted, according to certain criteria, but is independent of the circuit topology (no next delay computation is performed). For a given primary output, we first perform timing analysis with ATD = L T P . If this instance is unsatisfiable, then we round AT, to the nearest multiple of 0.5. Afterwards, we iteratively decrease A,, .by 0.5 until we find a satisfiable instance. Now A is a tight upper bound (i.e error < 0.5) of the critical3elay. Next, we decrease A by 0.1 until we get an unsatisfiable instance. The def& of the last satisfiable instance is the critical delay with an accuracy of one decimal place. To determine the second decimal place we use the exact same procedure, but we multiply the delay steps by 0.1. Hence, the delays we obtain have a precision of two decimal places. Clearly, this procedure can easily be extended to compute delays with any required precision. Note that, in order to use dynamic stepping with the algorithm shown in Figure 4 , we must associate search state data with each PO, that will allow us to check each PO search state (direction of the search and decimal places already identified). This search state data is used and updated by GetNextDelay and is also used in the stopping condition of the main
Path Delay Validation
Often the circuit designer is only interested in checking whether signal delays at some output meet certain timing constraints, usually imposed by the system where a design is integrated. The purpose of the path delay validation problem is to check whether, for a specific circuit output, a given delay d,,, is an upper bound on the largest propagation delay to that output.
The procedure shown in Figure 5 evaluates whether A,, < dmox, given an output o of a circuit C . If this constraint is satisfied it returns True, otherwise it returns 
Experimental Results
The algorithms described in the previous sections were build on top of a SAT solver [ 111, and run on the ISCAS'85 benchmark circuits [3] . These circuits were mapped using the standard-cell library ECPD07 (ES2/ Atmel) and the parasitics of the interconnect were extracted. The gate and interconnect delays (with a precision of two decimal places) were obtained combining loop. The results for circuit delay computation are shown in Table 1 , whereas results for path delay validation on a single primary output are shown in Table 2 .
As can be concluded from Table 1 , the selection of the delay stepping strategy significantly affects the overall efficiency of the algorithm. From the results it is clear that dynamic stepping leads to significantly better running times.
For the path validation algorithm, and depending on the required upper bound ( d ) we need, at most, to solve one SAT instance for ea%;ircuit, which will allow us to check whether A , e dm even if LTP > d m a x .
In Table 2 we have res& for algorithm, using two sample values for d m a x , 0.7LTP and 0.9LTP, respectively. As can be concluded, path delay validation is in general easier to solve than circuit delay computation, and so potentially preferable by circuit designers in the early stages of a design.
Conclusions
In this paper we present satisfiability-based timing analysis algorithms for circuit delay computation and for path delay validation. For the circuit delay computation algorithm the critical delay of a circuit is computed by iteratively solving a sequence of instances of propositional satisfiability. Three delay stepping strategies were considered: fractional delay stepping, next delay stepping and dynamic stepping. The dynamic stepping provides by far the most efficient and robust results. For the path delay validation algorithm, an upper bound on the critical delay of a circuit is tested, by performing, at most, one satisfiability check. This algorithm allows straightforward validation of timing constraints by circuit designers.
Future research work mainly consists of improving the efficiency of the underlying SAT engine by taking into account structural information about the circuit.
